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Problem: decision making in robotics
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Robot control problems consist of

• A physical machine

• acting in an environment

• to perform a task

• that reflects the desires of a
human supervisor.

Key challenges: develop representations of each layer (task, supervisor)
and interfaces between them.

Vector fields represent tasks
Problem: how can I represent robot tasks compactly and robustly?

Requirements: -Minimize computation (be as reactive as possible)
-Map cleanly to actuators (smooth f :state → actions)
-Be robust to modeling errors (stability)

Solution: Encode tasks as vector fields.
e.g., ẋ = F (x) with attracting fixed point x∗ ⇔ “go to x∗”.

Advantages: -Reactive: F (x) a simple function of state
-Direct mapping from F (x) to inputs u
-System inherits topological stability guarantees.

Values interface human and machine
Problem: given a set of tasks, how can the machine prioritize them?

Requirements: -Admit pre-programming
-Naturally accept human or sensor input.

Solution: -Attach values to tasks
-Use value-based decision-making paradigm.

Value-based decision making: paradigm for studying behavior.
At time t ∈ N, subject sees stimuli,
Picks an action at ∈ A,
Receives stochastic reward rt ∈ R.

Optimal action found by solving optimization problem max
{at|Ft}t∈N

∑
t∈N

E [rt] .

• Solutions often difficult to compute, but tractable approximations
exist; often attach a heuristic value to actions, i.e., a ∈ A 7→ va ∈ R.

• Widely studied in cognitive science; humans often effectively optimal.

• Can often infer heuristic values implied by human behavior.

Prototypical value-based decision making tasks
Explore-exploit problem

Wilson et al., 2011

• Problem: How should I balance immediate
reward versus information?
(e.g., do I try something new, or choose a
familiar option?)

• Solution: Value actions using a heuris-
tic that accounts for the “exchange rate”
between reward and information, e.g.
arg maxiQ

t
i, where Qt

i = µt
i+σ

t
iΦ
−1(1−αt).

Perceptual decision making

https://stackoverflow.com

• Problem: What is the information being
conveyed by this noisy signal? How should
I respond?
(e.g., which way are the dots moving? If up,
go to location 1; if down, go to location 2.)

• Solution: Value hypotheses using likeli-
hoods; respond when the likelihood ratio
crosses a threshold, select action for max-
likelihood hypothesis.

Affordance competition, action selection

Cisek and Kalaska, 2010

• Problem: How should I specify potential
motor actions and select one?
(e.g., where to place my foot.)

• Solution: Track many potential actions
and evaluate them in parallel.

Motivation dynamics: a unifying framework
• We encode tasks as attractors of vector

fields: e.g., ẋ = F (x) having an attracting
fixed point x∗ encodes the task “go to x∗”.

• As in the affordance competition frame-
work, we consider a set of N tasks. We at-
tach values vi to each task i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

• We give the system amotivation statem ∈
∆N , with ∆N =

{
x ∈ RN+1|∑i xi = 1

}
the N -simplex. The physical dynamics
are the convex combination of the task vec-
tor fields Fi weighted by the motivationsmi.

• The motivation dynamics is a dynami-
cal system (unfolding of a pitchfork bifur-
cation) which puts maximum weight on the
high-value task: m→ arg maxi vi.

• The value state evolves according to value
dynamics which encode programmed pri-
orities (e.g., if I have recently performed a
task, it becomes less valuable) and exter-
nal input (e.g., add a supervisor’s inferred
heuristic value for that task).

Paper: P. B. Reverdy and D. E. Koditschek, “A dynam-
ical system for prioritizing and coordinating motivations,”
SIAM J. Applied Dynamical Systems, vol. 17, no. 2, pp.
1683–1715, 2018.
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Above: block diagram of the motivation system.
Right: Results for system withN = 2 point-attractor
tasks. Top: Phase diagram. Vary control parameter
εv ⇒ system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation resulting
in a limit cycle: system repeatedly visits each loca-
tion. Bottom: Robot gets a noisy signal, evaluates
it using value ∝ log-likelihood, then navigates to cor-
responding beacon.
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